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Motivation

• language science: new view of mental models of speech
• health: possibly useful in assessments of CIs, dyslexia, etc.

Challenges

• Only very low-frequency stimulus modulations are preserved
in the eeg signal
• Tonotopy is hard to resolve at scalp
• Natural stimuli (speech) are not always easy to manipulate
• Dimensions of stimulus variation maybe not orthogonal
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Worst

• Lots of stimulus types varying in many ways
• Use supervised machine learning to ﬁnd regularities in eeg
responses

Example: Consonant Classification

• stimuli: English & foreign consonant-vowel (cv) syllables;
variable consonant, vowel always [ɑ]
• training set (english): 2 talkers (♂/♀) × 3 recordings ×
23 consonants × 20 presentations = 2760 trials
• test set (english): 2 new talkers (♂/♀) × 1 recording ×
23 consonants x 20 presentations = 920 trials
• test sets (dutch/hungarian/hindi/swahili):
1 talker {♀/♀/♂/♂} × {18/25/30/30} consonants ×
20 presentations = {360/500/600/600} trials
• recording: 32-channel BrainVision, left earlobe reference,
1000 Hz sampling rate
• preprocessing: bandpass 1-40 Hz, downsample to
100 Hz, align epochs on boundary between C and V, apply
denoising source separation[1,2] (DSS), remove time domain
autocorrelation with pca (retains 20 “samples”), use ﬁrst
4 DSS components
• supervised learning: label all syllables with
phonological distinctive features from phoible[3] database,
train binary classiﬁer (support vector machine with radial
basis function) for each distinctive feature (5-fold crossvalidation + grid search), handle class imbalance by setting
threshold to equalize error rate (false positive rate = false
negative rate)
• evaluation: apply classiﬁers to test data, estimate “what
listener heard” as maximum joint probability of classiﬁers:
P(“d”) = P(+VOICED) × P(+coronal) × … × P(-SONORANT)

Results

• Fairly consistent results across-subj. for English; need more
data for other langs. (more tokens or more talkers?)

Future directions

• Vary both consonants and vowels
• More languages / speech sound types (airstream and
phonation contrasts, tone)
• Increase SNR: more data, diﬀerent classiﬁer strategies,
simultaneous meg + eeg experiments
• Use unsupervised learning to derive optimal,
perceptually-based phonological distinctive features

Other applications of this method

• Classify cells based on spiking pattern?
• Diagnostic use for cochlear implants, language impairments?
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